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How to use pdf editor on ipad

Source: iMore Some iOS is releasing back, Apple introduced a Markup editor in the Photos app. The Markup editor can be accessed in the Photos app on both iPhone and iPad, allowing you to draw on photos, highlight specific areas of captions, add text for funny captions, and more. Here's how to get the most out of the Markup editor in the Photos app, without ever having to download a third-party app!
How to access the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Although you can draw on photos and videos inside Messages for spur-of-the-moment fun, you can also access a more thorough Markup editor from the Photos app itself. (Just for images, unfortunately — there are no tools available for video at this time.) Start Pictures from the Start screen. Tap the Photos tab in the lower-left corner
of the screen. Select the photo you want to edit. Tap Edit. Source: iMer Press the More button (...). Tap Selection. Source: iMore You can now add doodles, captions and text to your images. How to draw on your photos with the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Once you're in the Markup editor, the fun begins. Tap your desired drawing tool along the bottom edge. Your options include a
pen, a highlighter and a pencil. There is also an eraser. Tap the color picker circle on the right to select a color for your drawing tool (except eraser). Start doodling on your photo. Source: iMore How do you change the thickness of your drawing tool in markup editor in photos app on iPhone and iPad Do you want a thinner or thicker line? Here's how you do it. If you haven't already selected, tap your
preferred drawing tool along the bottom. Press your drawing tool again to get the sizes of that tool. Choose the thickness of your brush, as well as the color opacity. Source: iMore How to make a caption in the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad To highlight a specific aspect of your photo, you can add an info copy. Here's what you're going to do! While in Markup mode, press the plus +
button, which is located in the lower right corner. Select Magnifying Glass. Tap and drag the caption to highlight any aspect of your picture. To adjust the size, move and slide the blue dot alongside the callout circle. To adjust the magnification of the caption, move and slide the green dot alongside the caption circle. Source: iMore To change the color of your caption, just tap the color you want from the color
menu at the bottom. There is also a color picker if you want to use a color that is not the default. Source: iMore How do you add text to a photo in the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Do you need to add a funny caption to your photo? You're lucky: Markup offers text add-ons as well. While in Markup mode, press the plus + button, which is located in the lower right corner. Tap Text. Pull
the blue handles at the ends of the box to make it larger, and the whole box to move it around. Source: iMore Double-tap the text to enter edit mode and type in the text you want. Tap a one at the bottom to change it — there's also a color picker if the color you want isn't in the default options. Tap anywhere outside the text box to exit. Source: iMore How to change the face font in the Markup editor in the
Photos app on the iPhone and iPad Press the Font button in the lower left corner (it has two As on it). Tap Helvetica, Georgia, or Remarkable to select a font face. Source: iMore How to change the font size in the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Press the Font button in the lower-left corner (it has two As on it). Move the slider to adjust your font size. Source: iMore How to change text
alignment in the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Press the Font button in the lower-left corner (it has two As on it). In the resulting menu, tap the text alignment you would like (left, center, right, or justified). Source: iMore How to undo or redo a move in the Markup editor in the Photos app on iPhone and iPad Made a mistake in your selection? You can quickly undo it at the touch of a
button. Just press the curved arrow to the left to undo, and you can do this as many times as necessary. To redo, just press the curved arrow on the right. Source: iMore Want to know something else about markup editor in Photos app on iPhone and iPad? Let us know in the comments! Updated August 2020: Updated for the latest versions of iOS. IPad can be a useful tool for business owners who are on
the go and need to perform business-related tasks, such as creating and viewing documents. To edit documents on your iPad, there are several apps available in your iPad's App Store that are up to the challenge. After installing one of these programs on your iPad, you will be able to edit documents without the need for a laptop or a full-fledged desktop computer. If author Shawn Farner is a graduate of
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, gets his Bachelor of Arts in English in 2008. His writing has appeared CrunchGear.com, SlashGear.com and gizHQ.com. He currently resides in Harrisburg, Pa. Use the tools in the Photos app to edit photos and videos on your iPad. When you use iCloud photos, all the edits you make are saved on all your devices. See Use iCloud photos on iPad.Tap a photo or video
thumbnail to view it in full screen. Tap Edit, and then select an editing effect such as Exposure, Brilliance, or Highlights from the options on the right. Drag the slider to adjust the effect. The level of adjustment you make for each effect is shown by the outline around the button, so that you can see with one glance what effects have been increased or decreased. Press the effect button to see the shot before
and after the effect has been applied (or press the photo to switch between the edited version and the original). Tap Done to your edits, or if you don't like your changes, tap Cancel, and then tap Discard Changes. Tip: Tap to automatically edit your photos and videos with effects. Tap a photo or video thumbnail video thumbnail display it in full screen. Tap Edit, and then tap the left side of the screen. Select
a filter on the right side of the screen, and then drag the slider to adjust the effect. To compare the edited photo to the original, tap the photo. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don't like your changes, tap Cancel, and then tap Discard Changes. Tap a photo or video thumbnail to view it in full screen. Tap Edit, tap on the left side of the screen, and then do one of the following:Crop manually: Drag the
rectangle corners to enclose the area you want to keep in the photo, or you can pinch the photo open or closed. Crop to a default preset ratio: Press , then select an option at the bottom of the screen. Rotate: Tap to rotate the photo 90 degrees. Flip: Press to flip the image horizontally. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don't like your changes, tap Cancel, and then tap Discard Changes. Tap a photo or
video thumbnail to view it in full screen. Tap Edit, tap on the left side of the screen, and then select an effect button on the right side of the screen. Drag the slider to adjust the effect. The level of adjustment you make for each effect is shown by the outline around the button, so that you can see with one glance what effects have been increased or decreased. Press the button to switch between the edited
effect and the original. Tap Done to save your edits or if you don't like your changes, tap Cancel, and then tap Discard changes. After you edit a photo and save your changes, you can return to the original image. Open the edited image, tap Edit, and then tap Revert.Tap Return to Original. Tap a photo to view it in full screen. Tap Edit, and then tap . Tap Selection . Comment on the photo using the different
drawing tools and colors. Tap to add shapes, text, or even your signature. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don't like your changes, tap Avbryt.Se Draw in Apps with Selection.Open the video, and then tap Edit.Drag one of them into the frame to adjust the length, and then tap Done.Tap Save Video to save only the trimmed video or Save video as new clip to save both versions of the video. To undo the
tuning after saving, tap Edit, and then tap Return. Note: A video saved as a new clip cannot be reconciled to the original. Open a video in Slo-mo, and then tap Edit.Drag the white vertical bars below the frame to set where the video plays in slow motion. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don't like your changes, tap Avbryt.Se Record a slow motion video. These days, I edit more video on my iPhone or
iPad than I ever did during my as a film student. Between doing reviews on iOS, testing iPhone cameras, and many roller derby how-tos, it sometimes feels like I live in my videography apps. After doing my iPad review, I had a number of questions (and more than a few sarcastic remarks) about the video editing process: How easy was it to put together, really? Why torture yourself with iOS limited feature
scope when you have a Mac at your disposal? How many hours did this take you? I had a nice nice with my friend Stephen Hackett on our podcast Ask about some of the finer details if you're curious about these specific issues, but I wanted to talk in this article about video editing on iPhone and iPad in general: I'll explain why I prefer it to work in Final Cut (gasp!) for my needs, but also why it still has a
long way to go to be a great tool for everyone. The pros edit video on iPhone or iPad When I edit on my iPhone or iPad, I use some core apps to get the job done. iMovie: Apple's video editing software has been my go-to for snipping together video long before Clips or Instagram came to light, and while it has (many, many) flaws and limitations, it's still a solid app for cutting video and audio together quickly.
LumaFusion: I can't say good enough things about this third-party video editing app feature-set. Although its UI leaves a lot to be desired and it sometimes runs into app-stop bugs, you can create incredibly advanced projects with its tools (which include color and image correction, keyframes, custom title cards, linked clips, and a whole lot more). VideoGrade: Though I wish it could interlink with LumaFusion
and iMovie, VideoGrade is still invaluable for more advanced color correction of clips (or parts of them). Typorama: I mostly just use this to create Youtube video thumbnails, but it is also useful for still interstitials. Videoshop: I use this solely to make Portrait mode Instagram stories, as it's one of the only apps that easily lets you combine portrait video without partially cropping it. Apps I've tried but haven't
found a place for in my workflow include Cut and Adobe Spark (fun, but far too simplistic and hard to control), Pinnacle Pro (its UI is similar to LumaFusion, but without so many tools), and ten million other quick-hit video apps that are largely designed to make Instagram snippets. But by and large, when I turn to make a quick-hit video, I go for iMovie or LumaFusion. Why? The 4K in-camera benefit This is
the biggest reason I edit natively on my iPhone or iPad — I'm shooting at it, too. Unlike iMore's editor-at-large Rene Ritchie, I don't have a bunch of fancy digital shots at my disposal: When I shoot, I do it mainly with my iPhone. I have a nice Canon DSLR, but more often than not I've put it aside for my iPhone — its small size, long battery life, 128GB hard drive, 4K camera, and online connection make it the
ideal shooting device for most of my events. And here's the thing: If you're shooting 4K on your iPhone or iPad, it's simply to start editing that video after you've taken it. There is no rendering time or upload necessary — I've taken roller derby clips and thrown them into iMovie or gif-making app like GifToaster on site to showcase highlights on Twitter. With a Mac and a DSLR, it's simply not possible without a
much larger rig and dedicated internet connection. On the back, film with an iPhone and transfer that material to your your is slow — especially if you're filming in HEVC and haven't updated your Mac to support work on the new H.265 codec. Final Cut doesn't recognize your iPhone as an external device (you can't connect to your smartphone and use its clips without first downloading them to your
computer), which means that if you want to edit a fair amount of 4K video, expect to download everything to your Mac first. But do you even want the movie on your Mac? My iPad Pro (a bit sad) smokes my MacBook Pro when it comes to handling 4K images. Granted, I can't do as much with it in iMovie or LumaFusion as I could with Final Cut Pro, but that comes with the trade-off of never having to wait.
My apps don't stop, release frames or strains – they spit through 4K 60FPS images with ease. And when I'm ready to export, that process is traditionally faster than final cut on my Mac as well. Multitouch is how video was supposed to be spliced Non-linear editing software took cutting and splicing images out of the editor's hands and putting them in control of a mouse and keyboard, using keys to switch
between different types of tools. The iPad, in a way, gives tactile fine-grained control back to the editor — although it still has a way to go. Even with the controls somewhat frustrating (I'd love to be able to hold on to a clip for a moment to jump into a frame-by-frame, for example), it's still an exciting feeling to be able to use my hands to scan through images and disc with a finger swipe. While that's not
actually the case, iMovie makes me feel like I have a lot more control over my projects on the iPhone and iPad. Control simplification Although this is ironically also a problem I have with iMovie, I appreciate how easily the app makes some of its more basic editing tools — specifically where the image is concerned. While it would be nice to have keyframe-specific editing windows that allow for precise zoom
positioning, I appreciate that all I have to do when resizing a video clip is press the zoom button and pinch (or use my fingers to rotate a sideways clip). Final Cut, while incredibly powerful, makes easy cropping and flipping of images much more boring than required. This is in comparison, mind you: It might only save me 1-2 seconds per clip, but it adds up when you try to quickly cut something together to
press Twitter or Instagram. A clean mobile rig I took my iPhone X, stabilizer rig, iPad, and some batteries for the Roller Derby World Cup in Manchester this winter, deliberately leaving my laptop at home. I filmed and edited clips and gifs using just my iPhone and iPad as a computer company, along with some location Wi-Fi and occasional GigSky mobile subscriptions. And it was amazing. Never again do I
want to participate in a multi-day tournament with a heavy bag — shooting with only iPhone and editing with iPad was such a comfortable that I have sworn off trying to drag my laptop into something similar in the future. Even better, iPhone iPhone iPad has the advantage of being able to share video or gifs to your platform of choice as soon as you have exported them. You don't have to wait until AirDrop
your video from your Mac to your iPhone to upload it to Instagram; just open your app selection and go. Purely mobile video rigs are not the best in every situation, but for the jobs and hobbies where I spend my time – conferences, derby events and occasional work trips – they make the most sense for my needs. The disadvantages of editing video on iPhone or iPad As with any platform, when you use it
enough you run up against bugs and limitations. Video editing on iPhone and iPad is no different, and in recent years I've come across a number of issues that make this experience less than perfect. The software is primitive and buggy Let's put this right out there: iMovie is good at basics, but terrible at sticking more advanced landings. There are a lot more advanced tricks you can pull into Apple's mobile
editing app, including unloading audio from video, adding picture-in-picture video, layering background music, and slowing/speeding/freezing clips. But for every clip you extend, you run the risk of crashing the app or otherwise finding yourself in a situation that developers might not have foreseen. Here's one of the more egregious examples: If you're working on a timeline that has all the sounds detached
from their videos and you're trying to add to a clip anywhere but at the end of the timeline, there's a good chance that your entire project will de-sync and those audio clips will lose their original anchorpoints. Yes. I've only run up against this bug intermittently (2-3 times in the last three years), but every time I do, I've had to ditch the whole project and start over. I wish it was repeatable so that I could properly
file it to Apple's Radar system — I just need to remember to take lots of screenshots when it happens again. There are lots of little weird questions like that. Freeze frames lose their position with a frame or two in a slower clip. Not being able to create a new project if your Photos library is over 5,000 files or connected to iCloud Photo Library. (My 75,000 file library uses the Video tab as a work-around, but
that's not good.) You can only add picture-in-picture video from your browser, instead of dropping existing clips in the Timeline on top of the primary image. There is only one video channel and three audio channels. All these things can and are likely to be fixed. But they have been and will continue to be pain points until the pro apps team at Apple steps up and makes iMovie as big as it can be on the iPad
platform. Many editors (myself included) turn to LumaFusion when iMovies bugs get too frustrating to handle or when its features are too limited, but even this app has its frustration. It offers a ton of customization for your and multiple editing streams, but basic cuts and interactions are far less pleasant than they are in iMovie. Imovie. reminded me a lot of working with Premiere on Mac — functional enough,
but the workflow sometimes makes you want to defenestrate your computer. Importing third-party video is a pain Stephen Hackett raised this pain point during our conversation on Query, and I'm surprised I didn't think about it before. While Apple's file management system has been bette over the years, working with third-party video is still a big mess, and requires you to import it locally into iCloud Drive or
the Photos app to use the content. I'm waiting (and likely will continue to wait) for a system that allows iOS to take advantage of external USB-connected devices and run projects out of them, but time tells me that the company is likely less interested in physically connecting than coming up with a system to edit remote files. Honestly, I'd take it too. Either way, importing files one by one into Photos or iCloud
Drive adds a pain point to the workflow, especially when it's not as clean as the Final Cut import process on Mac. Speed ramping and effects are limited and into today here's the part of this article where I just overtly call for Final Cut on the iPad. Apple's tablet is incredibly powerful. It handles 4K video better than most of Apple's mid-range laptops and desktops. But the software provided is pedestrian at
best; it's limited in a way that felt limited in 2010, and looks like a joke in 2018 — especially when you compare it to Apple's other mainstream creative juggernaut, Garageband. I hadn't touched the music creation app in a couple of years until my iPad review, and I was shocked at how much it had evolved and changed on the iPad. It's a really useful piece of software, and I found myself engrossed within
minutes of tinkering around with it. However, iMovie has barely changed: It still has many of the same core features, and its last major feature update (4K video support in version 2.2) was over two years ago, in September 2015. There have been minor tweaks since then, but we've seen none of the more advanced features from its desktop counterpart make their way over to iOS – let alone any of the Final
Cut features. Heck, you can still just speed up the video at 2x. We have phones that can shoot at 240FPS now; we deserve better speed ramping controls. And that's a shame, because iMovie seems to be the kind of app that can be a banner showcase for Apple along with iWork and GarageBand. (Especially if it integrates some of the drawing and Pencil features into Keynote — drawing over video would
make this an incredible educational tool, and it can open the app up to become a great option for animation, as well.) We've seen some of Apple's more interesting video experiments pop up in the clips app, but it's not designed as a successor to either iMovie or Final Cut – more of an experiment in social At the end of the day, for iMovie to really be a must-have app on iOS, it needs a great feature set
update, and bad. Bad. basics and LumaFusion advanced tool is a patch in the meantime, but even the convenience that comes with editing on the iPhone and iPad won't keep me here forever if the software slowly falls into obsolescence. Bottom line For all my complaints, video editing on iOS works for me and my needs. I love being able to shoot, edit and share on the same device, and I've gotten good
enough at work-arounds that they (mostly) no longer bother me. But iMovie and the third-party landscape can be so much better. Apple has the A10X Fusion chip. Metal. Pen. iOS 11 multitasking interface and keyboard support. The company has every piece it needs to build an incredible piece of software. Perhaps Apple's rumored Marzipan frame is the solution; maybe there is a new app waiting in the
wings. Anyway, I hope we'll see a solid video editor come to the platform soon. There are a lot of features and workflows to love about editing on iPhone or iPad — and if we get the right app for work, it can draw a lot more editors over to a mobile workflow. Workflow.
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